
What is the Community Police Force?

The right of indigenous people to organize their own
security and justice systems is protected under Article 2
of the Mexican Constitution and under Guerrero state
law. There have been Community Police Forces active in
Guerrero for 19 years. They have combatted the en-
demic violence of drug cartels in Mexico and the wide-
spread corruption of municipal, state and federal law
enforcement. Their leadership is democratically elected
by the community.

The Olinalá Community Police also provide many so-
cial services, including organizing hurricane relief when
the federal government failed to do so. Nestora, a
strong feminist, also initiated efforts by the Community
Police to combat domestic abuse and the recruitment of
young girls into drug trafficking and prostitution.

End U.S. Military Aid to Mexico

The United States and Mexico signed the Mérida Ini-
tiative, a military aid agreement, in 2008. Since then, the
U.S. has appropriated over 2.4 billion dollars in military
aid to Mexico. This funding is supposed to be conditional
on the Mexican government improving its human rights
record and reforming its justice system, which it has con-
sistently failed to do. U.S. tax dollars are enabling the
violent repression of the Mexican people at the hands of
its own government.
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Take Action!
You can help bring an end to the unjust and unlawful

imprisonment of Nestora Salgado and other political
prisoners like her. The Committees to Free Nestora
around the U.S. are demanding:

• Free Nestora Salgado

• Immediate transfer of Nestora to a facility in
Mexico City for urgently needed medical attention

• Free all political prisoners in Mexico

• Defend indigenous rights

• Solidarity with families of the 43 disapeared
students from Ayotzinapa, Guerrero

• End U.S. military aid to Mexico

Invite a speaker to address your organization
The Freedom for Nestora Committees have

speakers available to make presentations to your
community organization, union, church or school.
Presentations can be in English and/or Spanish.

Donate
Donate online at www.FreeNestora.org or

make checks out to “RW-Nestora Fund” and mail to:

Freedom for Nestora Committee
5018 Rainier Ave. S., Seattle, WA 98118

Learn more, endorse the campaign, and get involved!

Los Angeles: FreeNestora.LA@gmail.com •323-732-6416
New York: FreeNestora.NYC@gmail.com • 917-714-6453
Olympia, Washington: FreeNestora.Olympia@gmail.com
San Francisco: FreeNestora.sanfrancisco@gmail.com
Seattle: FreeNestora.Seattle@gmail.com • 206-953-5601

FreeNestora.org
Facebook.com/FreeNestora

Free Nestora Salgado
Indigenous Leader and Political Prisoner

Nestora Salgado is a naturalized U.S. citizen who
grew up in the indigenous town of Olinalá in Guerrero,
Mexico. She moved to the United States in 1991 where
she lives in Renton, Washington with her husband,
daughters, and grandchildren.

Nestora had never forgotten Olinalá and in recent
years she routinely traveled back to her hometown to
deliver clothes and supplies to the desperately poor
residents.

During her trips to Olinalá, Nestora witnessed esca-
lating crime, kidnappings, murders, and corruption.
After a local taxi driver was killed for refusing to pay
protection money to the local drug cartel, Nestora and
the town’s residents mobilized to drive out the gang and
organized checkpoints to ensure that the criminals did
not return.

With the Governor of Guerrero’s express support,
residents formed a local chapter of the indigenous
Community Police Force and Nestora was elected its
coordinator by a popular assembly of townspeople.
During the seven months in 2013 that Nestora was the
leader of this force, crime in Olinalá dropped by 90% and
there were no murders.



Support for Nestora grows

Demands for Nestora’s freedom have spread across
Guerrero state, Mexico, the U.S. and internationally.

 Students of the Rural Teachers College in Ayotzinapa,
Guerrero were the first to protest Nestora’s arrest,
blockading the highways and confronting federal police.
Communities all over Mexico have rallied in support of
Nestora and other political prisoners involved in the
Community Police, indigenous struggles against en-
croachments by gold and silver mining interests and dam
projects, and the self-defense movement. The Commu-
nity Police continue to be active in Olinalá by popular
demand and the residents continue to call for Nestora’s
release.

 People around the world have taken action demand-
ing Nestora’s release. On the first anniversary of her ar-
rest in 2014, people demonstrated on her behalf in sev-
eral cities in Mexico and the U.S., and also in Costa Rica,
the Dominican Republic, Australia, France and Brazil.

 Over 160 prominent individuals and organizations
have endorsed the campaign to free Nestora. They in-
clude Latino, African American, Native American and
feminist organizations, human rights and academic lead-
ers, and U.S. and Mexican legislators.

 Because Nestora and her family are working class
people – Nestora was a waitress and maid, her husband
is a carpenter, and her daughters do restaurant work –
labor unions have responded with political and financial
support. The Washington State Labor Council and the In-
ternational of the American Federation of State, County
and Municipal Employees are key supporters.

 Attorneys Thomas Antkiowak and Alejandra Gonza
with the Seattle University School of Law’s International
Law Clinic have worked tirelessly pro bono on Nestora’s
behalf, and they are now collaborating with Mexican hu-
man rights attorney Leonel Rivero.

However, the even-handed justice of the Community
Police angered corrupt politicians, from the Mayor of
Olinalá up to the Governor of Guerrero. When the local
sheriff was arrested for looting the crime scene of a
double assassination, Nestora insisted he stand trial like
any other citizen. In the following days she received
death threats from local military personnel and on Au-
gust 21, 2013, Nestora was seized without warrant by
Mexican soldiers and flown to a maximum security
prison 600 miles away in Tepic, Nayarit.

In the following weeks 13 other community police
leaders from Olinalá and neighboring towns were also
arrested and shipped to federal prisons across Mexico,
including respected leaders Arturo Campos and Gonzalo
Molina.

Nestora’s family was never notified of her arrest and
initially feared she had been killed. Documentation has
never been provided that the U.S. Embassy was ever no-
tified either – a clear violation of international law.

In March 2014 a Mexican federal judge dismissed the
federal charges against Nestora, ruling that she was not
guilty of the charges of “kidnapping,” since arrests made
by the community police were entirely within the law.
However, Nestora still faces nearly identical charges on
the state level – without ever having a hearing or trial.
Furthermore, the Guerrero state prosecutor is preparing
additional charges which could lead to a total prison sen-
tence of 1,000 years! This is in contrast to murderous
drug kingpins who were sentenced to only 43 years.

In recent months, however, the political scene in
Mexico is changing. Massive protests have swept across
Guerrero, Mexico City and the rest of the country since
the disappearance of 43 activist students from a rural
teachers college in Ayotzinapa, Guerrero. After it was
exposed that they were taken by corrupt police, who
were working hand in hand with drug cartels, the Gover-
nor of Guerrero was forced to resign. The demands for
justice for the 43 students and freedom for political pris-
oners are rocking the country – this gives Nestora’s fam-
ily and her supporters renewed hope for her release.

The Inter-American Commission on
Human Rights has ruled that Nestora is
being held in inhumane conditions

In February of 2015, the Commission ruled that Nestora’s
health was in immediate danger and ordered the Mexican
government to begin negotiations with Nestora’s family and
attorneys to rectify the situation.

In March, the heads of seven separate commissions of the
United Nations also signed a letter demanding that Nestora
receive immediate medical care and better conditions.

But negotiations are dragging out and meanwhile Nestora
is being subjected to painful tests by doctors the family
has not approved. Nestora’s husband is requesting her
immediate transfer to a facility in Mexico City where she can
have access to approved medical doctors for evaluation and
treatment.

The conditions of Nestora’s imprisonment in Nayarit are fur-
ther evidence that she is a political prisoner and has been
singled out for being a strong female, indigenous leader.
She is being held in solitary confinement with bright lights
on 24 hours a day, fed poor food, and denied medication
and exercise, which she needs for severe neuropathy.
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